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With energetic and heartfelt performance
that displays layers of depth and an
instantly memorable sound that tastefully
blend textures of R&B, Gospel, Reggae,
Pop, Rock and Undergeround Neo-Soul,
The Recipee Band is set to make their
mark on the recording industry.

The members of The Recipee are by no means new to the music
business itself. Between them they have been on various
international releases, tours with international icons such as
Justin Timberlake, won a Canadian Urban music award, Juno
The band, consists of Jason Larmond, Otis

nominations and drumming championships, and made Top 16 on

Williams, Juwayon Clarke and Omar Lunan.

Canadian Idol. While intensely working on their recording and

Collectively, they have garnered over 2 decades of

perfoming skills, the band has had the opportunity to perform

musicality, spanning from genres and generations

with such acts as Brandy, Muya, The Floacist (Floetry), Foxy

from the 50s to present. They continue to acquire

Brown, Ginuwine, Usher, 98 Degrees, Jordan Knight of "The New

high accolades and opportunities with Juno and

Kids on The Block", Kim Burrell, Roy Ayers, Carvin Winans as well

Grammy winning artists, and respect from

as Canada's very own Kardinal Offishall, Jully Black, Divine

seasoned musicians nationally and internationally.

Brown, Orin Isaacs, Shawn Desman, Shawn Hook and Massari.

From humble beginnings in churches spanning

In 2016, The Recipee Band began meticulously preparing their

Mississauga to Toronto, each member shared a

ideas in order to serve a fresh take on live and recorded music

respect for learning, creating music, songwriting,

from Toronto on all international platforms. "Amuse Bouche" and

performing and sound design. Combining in 2009

“Hunger Pains” are their anticipated first EPs to be released in

at Pearl King Restaurant (formerly Dazzling) and

2019 before their full-length album. Their anticipated first single,

Joe Mamas Restaurant on Toronto’s “restaurant

“Edges Laid (Tonight) ” is available on Apple Music, Spotify,

row”, they began a residency that spanned 7 years.

iTunes, Instagram/Facebook, Google Play/YouTube, Amazon,

Drawing crowds and creating memorable

Pandora, Deezer, Tidal, Napster, iHeartRadio, ClaroMusica, Saavn,

experiences with each performance, bandmates

Anghami, KKBox, MediaNet, Shazam.

were requested to tour with various artists
individually, while collectively performing at
events such as The Harbourfront Centre’s “Dancing
on the Pier” and “Hot & Spicy Food Festival”.

...Prepare to indulge.
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